
 VMS detailed notes from Governor’s press conference Tuesday, 
January 12, 2021 
 
Scott:  

• New round of PPP funds becoming available – will be first come first served, so be prepared: 
www.sba.gov  

• ACCD hosting a webinar tomorrow with more information: www.accd.vermont.gov; 
https://accd.vermont.gov/covid-19/pandemic-information-for-vermont-businesses-webinar-
series  

  
Pieciak:  

• Modeling report: https://dfr.vermont.gov/sites/finreg/files/doc_library/dfr-covid19-modeling-
011221.pdf 

• We do think we are seeing a post-holiday surge  

• Cases in past 5 days (888) more than we saw in combined cases from May, June, July, August & 
September (871)  

• Cases in last week were 1166 – more than in any other 1 week period  

• Regional cases are also increasing those positivity decreasing due to increased testing (now at 
7.46%)  

• Vermont still doing well compared to other states for our response – lowest positivity rate & 
hospitalization rate in the country, 3rd lowest in fatalities  

  
Mark Levine –  

• 109 cases yesterday; 167 today & 2 deaths; 2.7% positivity (lowest in nation)  

• We remain within hospital capacity – watching this very closely  

• We are seeing an increase in cases due to the holidays  
o Days 8-14 after the holiday saw the most increase  
o Still waiting to see impact of NYE – a few days shy of 14 days out  
o Several multifamily gatherings did occur & waiting to see if there is further spread; not 

seeing spread from the small gatherings that were allowed by guidance  

• Newest data shows up to 50% of transmission may be asymptomatic cases – and there is higher 
case counts right now – so need to be particularly careful about compliance with mitigation 
measures  

• Newest “UK” variant has been seen in 10 states including CT & NY 
o Positivity and deaths increasing nationwide  
o We are monitoring in VT – have not seen it yet – but should expect it  
o Another South African variant has not yet been seen in VT  

• Expect more details on age banded vaccination later this week, including information on 
registering  

o Vermont at top of nation for vaccine administration so far  
o Sec Smith will have more details of the plan on Friday  

• Latest data shows convalescent plasma can help if administered to older adults within 72 hours 
of symptoms; other treatments also developing – so there is more we can do even while we 
wait for vaccine 

  
Questions on vaccines:  
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Q: have their been any serious adverse reactions to vaccine? ML: yes, there have been a few, including 
transfer to ED, but very few  
Q: when can we expect to see more info on vaccine plan? ML: on Friday – from Mike Smith – will be 
pretty simple based on age banding but will include multiple venues for receiving it  
Q: when we will start to see lower rates of cases in LTC due to vaccination?  ML: will take at least 6 
weeks – requires 2 doses, then time for immune response  
Q: have we seen vaccines being thrown away because it is defrosted and no one can use? ML: not aware 
of this happening  
Q: why are we only at 46% of this week’s doses being administered? ML: we are actually accelerating 
the rate of vaccines getting administered to LTC through pharmacy partners; but some may be lag in 
reporting; this may be why we see some overlap of 1A & 1B groups – want to get it administered as 
quickly as we can   
Q: there are still reports of people having trouble getting tests e.g called health center and was told 
don’t have symptoms; ML: she can also always go to VDH website and find sites that anyone can go to 
for testing without symptoms – hearing this is going very well  
Q: are there reasons to get one vaccine (Pfizer or Moderna) vs the other? ML: there is no reason to 
select one over the other; some are being distributed to locations based on ease of distribution; still 
hearing if you got dose 1 of one vaccine you need dose 2 of that same vaccine. We are hearing late 
Jan/early Feb another vaccine might be approved  
Q: will more vaccine getting released from fed gov’t at one time cause a problem for Vermont?  ML: we 
are hearing fed gov’t might not without second dose and might send all initially – but this would be 
useful for VT – we would still hold the second dose in the state – and if we got a larger allocation this 
would be great – in order to distribute the vaccine to many vaccination sites for next phases we will 
need more vaccine; we don’t really have the details on what this federal change would mean – only a 
headline at this point  
Q: why is there a surge now if there wasn’t one after Thanksgiving?  Was it due to the weakening of the 
gathering ban?  Gov Scott: we are not seeing cases tied to the 2 families gathering according to the 
guidance but we did see gatherings that were beyond what was allowed and this is where the cases are 
coming from 
              ML: Bennington outbreak seems to have run its course; Addison County church outbreak still 
getting bigger, up to 100 now; but not data that many were going beyond what was allowed  
Q: what about letter from Vermont-NEA asking why ski patrollers engaged in a leisure activity getting 
vaccine above teachers?  Mike Smith: they are medical personnel responding to emergencies – Dan 
French – they are likely to be responding to emergencies  
Q: what do you tell teachers, fire fighters, all those who want the vaccine now? Scott: we need to focus 
on where the deaths are occurring – that is our moral imperative – and we know that many more people 
who are over 75 die, then over 65, etc – that is where we will focus with limited supply; if we had more 
supply we would be lining everyone up  
Q: do we need a more comprehensive national vaccine distribution plan?  Scott: we just need more 
vaccine – supply is really the issue – we’re too far down the path at this point for a new strategy  
Q: what will happen if vaccine is not effective against the variants? ML: we know current vaccine and 
what it is effective against – we want the most people vaccinated when we know it will work against the 
current variants and before there are more mutations – the faster we can suppress the virus the better  
Q: how many people in the current phase have refused to get vaccinated?  ML: we don’t have more 
than anecdotal data at this point; we know update in LTC from residents has been quite high; 
anecdotally those in HC facilities have been “pleased” with the uptake – but don’t have data yet  
  
  



 


